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In this paper we define a partially split double complex as one in which 
the homology of one of the differentials plits off as a direct sum. From this 
we are able to construct a Wall complex (after C. T. C. Wall; see [S, 
p. 1851) using the E’ term of one of the spectral sequences. 
In the applications the Wall complex provides a minimal finite free 
resolution, in a certain sense, of ideals generated by monomials in the ring 
R = k[x,, . . . . x,], where k is a field. 
The special case we consider here is the monomial ideal corresponding 
to a triangulation of a sphere. This is presented along with an example in 
Sections 3 and 4. The examples are from the Ph.D. thesis of Dr. Tilak 
DeAlwis. The final paragraph lists some difficulties and open questions. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM (THEOREM 1.2) 
In this paper we conform to the ideas and notation of spectral sequences 
as presented in [6], particularly to the section Filtered Modules beginning 
on p. 326. 
We begin by considering a double complex E = E” with modules E, j 
which are free and finitely generated over a commutative ring R with unit. 
We assume degree - 1 differentials do = d: E, j+ E, j- i and d, : E, j-’ Ei- 1, j
such that ddl + dl d = 0 = d2 = d:. We assume that there are only a finite 
number of non-zero modules Ei, j to avoid difficulties about convergence of 
the spectral sequences. We make use of the two standard filtrations of the 
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associated (single) complex Tot(E) and the two corresponding spectral 
sequences. We are particularly interested in the tower of submodules 
O=B,ocB;c . . . cc;ccp,O=E; 
derived from the submodules of Tot(E) 
Z;= (x~xEF~E, axE10p-,E), 
where d = d-+ d, is the differential in Tot(E) and (I;,E), = ei+jzn, iGp E,, 
is one of its filtrations. This is the filtration whose associated spectral 
sequence has an El term equal to the homology of the differential d, since 
(F,E/Fr-,E),= Ep,n-p and d: Ep,n--p-+ Ep,n--p--l. 
DEFINITION. E is said to be partially split with respect to d, or d 
partially split if there exists a degree + 1 differential d+ : E, j -+ E, j+ 1 such 
that dd+d=d, d+dd+ =d+, and (d+)2=0. 
As motivation we remark that such decompositions (usually many) 
always exist if R = k is a field. In our later examples R is a k-algebra 
and the map d (but not d,) is derived from a differential over a field by 
tensoring over k with the identity on R. 
We have the immediate 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If E is dpartially split then Ei,jS B,j@ H,j@B;j_,, 
where Bi,j= Im(d) in Ei,j are the boundaries in Ei,j, Bi,jOHi,j= ker(d) in 
Ei,j are the cycles, Hi,j is isomorphic to the homology ofd in Ei,j, and B$,i- 1 
is isomorphic to the boundaries in E, j- 1, Further the three maps dd +, d+d, 
and I - dd+ - d+ d are the projections of E, onto B, j, Bj- 1, and H,j, 
respectively. 
Proof. That the three maps dd+, d+d, and I- dd+ -d+d are 
orthogonal idempotents is an easy calculation. Since e = (I- dd+ - d+d)e 
+ dd+e + dfde the three submodules add up to E,,. The statements about 
the cycles and boundaries are easy to check. 
We remark that d+ is a kind of quasi-inverse of d, but is not necessarily 
the full “pseudo-inverse” of Penrose which has properties related to an 
inner product on E. When E has an inner product, as when R contains a 
field of characteristic 0, the pseudo-inverse may be used. In general, the d’ 
we use is not at all unique. 
We are now ready to define the Wall complex. As we have remarked Hi j 
is isomorphic to E: j, the El term of the spectral sequence associated to the 
filtration F,. 
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Let W be defined by W, = @i+j=n Eij and let 
(Fp W),= @ E:j. 
i+j=n 
i<p 
Note that (F, WlF,- I W), r Ej “e-p. 
The differential D: W, --f W,,_ 1 is defined by 
D = (I- dd+ - d+d) f d,(d+d,)’ 
j=O 
where the domain of D is restricted to E,‘, j = Hi, j. Note that the sum is only 
formally infinite, since E,j is only finitely non-zero. 
We now show the following facts: 
THEOREM 1.2. 1.2(I) D*=O so it is a dzfferential. 
1.2(II) It is compatible with the filtration Fp W, i.e., D: Fp W-t F, W 
and thus produces a spectral sequence. 
1.2(111) The towers of Fr W and FpE have the following relationship. 
ZfO=B,oB;cB;c . . . c Cz c Cj c Cp” = Ei is the tower of F, E, then the 
tower of F, W is isomorphic to 
0 = B;/B; c B;/B; c .‘. cC~jB~cC~lB~=Ej,rF,WIFp_,W. 
We denote the tower for Fp W with a bar, C, B, E, etc. 
1.2(IV) From 1.2(111) we conclude that the spectral sequence of the 
Wall complex is the “same” as that of the given filtration of the original 
double complex (except that the first term is missing). When we say the 
spectral sequences are the same, we mean the modules E’ and Er are 
isomorphic (with an appropriate adjustment of r). No claim is made about the 
relationship between d’ and 8’. In the examples we are able to deduce a close 
relationship between the homology of Tot E and the homology of W. 
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Paragraph 1.2(I): Proof that D2 = 0: Perhaps the 
easiest way to see this is to set u = I- d+dl and v = (I-d, d+). It is then 
easy to check that 
f (d+d,)‘= u-l, j;. (d, d+)j=v-I, dlu-l=v-ldl, 
j=O 
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and 
D=(z-dd+-d+d)dlu-l=[dl-d(l-u)+(I-u)d]u-’ 
=(dl-ud)u-l+d. 
But since D is restricted to H, j and d(H, j) = 0 we have 
D=(d,-ud)u-’ 
then 
D2=(z-dd+-d+d)dlu-1(dl-ud)u-’ 
= (I- dd+ -d+d)[v-‘d:u-’ - dl du-‘1 
=(I-dd+ -d+d)dd,u-‘=O. 
Paragraph 1.2(U): D always reduces the index i in E&, so it is com- 
patible with the filtration. 
Paragraph 1.2(111): The proof that the towers are related is the heart of 
the matter. We need to see the relationship between the module 2; for F,E 
and the corresponding Zp for F; W. 
We show that the projection (I-- dd+ -d+d) restricted to C& maps 
onto C; 4 with kernel Bk 4 and restricted to B;+b 4+ r- 1 maps onto 
B -;Z:,,+r’-l with kernel Bj:.,,,-I. 
First we make some remarks about ZXq, C&, and B;+_i,,+,-l which 
apply to both Wall complexes and the Tot of double complexes. If x in 
oi+ j= n E, j is an element in either E or E we write xi = xi,*- i for’ its 
component in Ej,j. We usually suppress the second index. If now d is the 
differential in either then for Y >, 0 
.qq= (xIxj=o f or i>p, (a(~))~=0 forp>iip-rr) 
c;.q= w=z;,q1 
B’+l p--r,q+r--l= m4),-.l=z;,q~ 
(see [6, p. 328-J). 
Now specializing first to the case of the double complex, since 8 = d + d, 
we have (changing notation from x to y) 
zk7 = (yl yETot( y,=O for i>p, d(y,)+dl(y,+,)=O 
forp>i>p--r}. 
LEMMA 2.1. For YE Z;,, define y’ by yi= (I-dd+) y,!‘, where y: is 
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defined inductively downward on i by y,!’ = yi - d, d+y:l, 1 (all terms zero for 
i >p). Then 
y;=o for i>p (2.1.1) 
d(Y:)+dl(Y:+,)=d(Yi)+d,(Yi+,) for all i (2.1.2) 
d+(y;)=O for all i (2.1.3) 
y;=(Z-dd+)y, (2.1.4) 
d(y;)=d(y,)=O (2.1.5) 
and hence y’~Zi,~ by (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) and d+(y’) =0 by (2.1.3). 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Equation (2.1.1) is immediate: 
d(y:)+d,(y:+i)=d[(Z-dd+)yi’+d,(Z-dd+)yy+, 
=d(y,-dl d+y:c,,)-d2d+y; 
+dl(y,+l -d, d+y;+‘,)-d, dd+y;+‘, 
= 4yi) - 4 d+.d’+ I- 0 + d,(yi+ 1) 
-d: d+y;+2 - d, dd+y;+ 1 
=d(Yi) +dl(Yi+l) 
since d2=d:=ddt +d, d=O. Thus we have (2.1.2). Equation (2.1.3) 
follows from d+(Z-dd’) =O. Equation (2.1.4) is immediate from the 
definition of yI, since yi=O for i>p. Equation (2.1.5) follows from (2.1.4) 
since d(Z- dd+) = d. 
Now we specialize to the case of the Wall complex and use the notation 
-r z cr , B;+:,q+r--l. 
p%lUSp’q 
Z;,4= xJxETot(E), xi=0 for i>p, d(x,)=O, d+(xi)=O for all i, 
p-i-l 
and (I-dd+--d+d) c dl(d+d,)ixi+i+l=O forp>i>p-r 
j=o 
q,q= {Xpl-=-q,ql 
and 
-r+1 B p--r,q+r-1 = wG4),-.l-=q,ql’ 
where (D(x)), is the component of D(x) in El j. 
We now note that D may be defined inductively (downward) by setting 
(4~))~ = xi+ d+d,(F(x))i+ r and (D(x)), = (I- dd+ - d+d) d,(F(x))i+ 1. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose y’ E Z;,q with d+(y’)=O. Let xETot(E) be 
defined by 
xj=(-l)i(Z-d+d)y;. 
Then 
d’ (xi) = 0 for all i 
d(x,) = 0 for all i 
xi=o, i>p 
(D(x))i=O for p2i>p-r 
x,=(-l)py; 
(D(x)),_,=(Z-dd+ -d+d)d’(-l)P-‘+l y;dr+’ 
(22.1) 
(2.2.2) 
(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 
(2.2.5) 
(2.2.6) 
and hence x E p,,4 by (2.2.1)-(2.2.4). We have for r > 1 
(I- dd+ - d+d): C;,, + c;,, (2.2.3) 
and 
(I- dd+ - d+d): B;+l,,q+,_’ -+ $?:,q+r-‘. (2.2.8) 
Since Brtl and C are contained in C’, the kernels of the above maps are 
Bj,q and Bi _ ‘,4 + I- ’ , respectively. 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. Equation (2.2.1) is immediate since d+(yi) = 0 
and (d+)‘= 0. Equation (2.2.2) is also immediate since d(Z-d’d) =O. 
Equation (2.2.3) follows since y: = 0, i >p. 
We prove by downward induction on i that for i >p - r 
(z?(x)),= (- 1)i y;. 
As before, both sides are zero for large i. Assume (F(x))~+ I = 
(-l)‘+‘y;+,. By definition of F(x) 
(F(X))i=Xi + d+dl(F(x))i+ 1 
=xi+d+d’(-l)‘+’ y:+’ 
=xi+d+d(-1)‘y; 
=(-l)i y;-(-l)‘d+ dy;+(-l)‘d+ dy: 
=(-l)iyi. 
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Thus @@)),=(I-dd+ -~!+d)d~(F(x))~+~=(I-dd+ A++$( -l)‘+ly;+l 
for i>p-r. Now for i>p-r, d,(y:+,)= -d(y:) so (2.2.4) follows. 
Setting i=p - r we get (2.2.6). Equation (2.2.5) is immediate since 
d(Y;)= -4(Yl,+J=O. 
To prove (2.2.7) we note that if yP E CL,, 
(I-dd+-d+d)y,=(I-d+d)(I-dd+)y,=(I-d+d)y;, 
where y’ satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 2.2 by Lemma 2.1 and 
(I-d+d)yL=(-l)Pxp for x~EF,,~ by the earlier part of Corollary 2.2. 
To prove (2.2.8) we note that 
B ;$+4 = V(Yp-J +4(Yp-,+lX YE-q4) 
= MY;-A+4(Y;-r+l)l Y’qJ,ql 
with d+(f) = 0 by Lemma 2.1 
(I-dd+ -d+d)(d(yb-,)+d,(yi,-,+,)) 
=(I-dd+ -d+d)(d,(y;-,+,)) 
=W+,-r~~;t:,~+r-1 
since (I- dd+ - d+d) d= 0 by (2.2.6). 
To prove the statement about the kernels we note that if WE’C’ so that 
d(w) = 0, then 
(I- dd+ - d+d)(w) = 0 
implies w = dd+ w which implies w E B’. 
Now, conversely, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let XE~~,~. Define y E Tot(E) inductively downward 
by 
yi=(-l)‘xi-d+dlyi+l for all i 
(all terms are zero for i > p). Then 
d(yi)+d,(y,+,)=O for pai>p-r (2.3.1) 
y,=o for i>p (2.3.2) 
y,=(-l)ixp (2.3.3) 
(D(x)),-,.= (-,),-‘+I lId(yp-r) + d,b-r+ 111 (2.3.4) 
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and hence y E Z;,q by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2). The map (I-dd’ -d+d): 
CL -+ c.4 is onto by (2.3.3) and the map 
(I-dd+ -d+d): B;+;,q+r--l -B;+_;,q+r-l 
is onto by (2.3.4). 
Thus the proof of 1.2(W) and hence Theorem 1.2 follow from Lemma 
2.1, Corollary 2.2, and Proposition 2.3. 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Equations (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) are immediate 
from the definition of yi. 
We prove by downward induction that 
(I- d+d) dl(F(x)),= (- l)i d1 y, 
for i>p-r. 
Thus by induction we assume that (I - d+ d) d,(F(x)), + 1 = 
(-l)i+l dlyi+l. Since XE:~,~ we have that for i>p-r 
0 = (D(x))~= (I- dd+ - d+d) d#(x)),+, 
= (I- dd+)(I- d+d) d,(F(x))i+ 1 = (I- dd’)( - l)‘*’ d, yi+ 1. 
Thus d1 yi+ 1 = dd+d, yi+ 1 for i >p - r. From the definition of yi we have 
for all i 
d(y,)=(-l)‘d(xi)-dd+dlyi+l=O-dd+d,yi+l. 
For i > p - r this equals 
O-d,(Yi+l). 
This proves (2.3.1) when the induction is complete. 
Applying d+ to the induction assumption we have 
d+d,(F(x)),+l=(-l)‘+l d”d, yi+l. 
Now since ~~=(-l)‘(y,+d+d~y~+~) we have 
(I- d+d) 4Vtx)h 
= (I- d+d) dl [Xi + d+dl(F(x))i+ 11 
=(I-d+d)d,[(-l)i(yi+d+d,yi+i)-(-l)”d+d,yi+l~ 
= (d, + d+d, d)( - 1)’ yi 
=(-l)“dly,+(-l)‘d+dld(yJ 
=(-l)‘dly,+(-l)‘d+dJ-dt(y,+l)). 
But d: = 0 so the induction is complete. 
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To get (2.3.4) we note that 
VW),-r= v-dd+ -d+4 4(I;(x)),-,+1 
= (I-&!+)(I-d+d) d&c),-.+, 
=(I-ddf)(-l)P-r+‘d,y,_.+, 
by what we just proved since p - r + 1 >p - r. But then this equals 
3. APPLICATION TO TRIANGULATIONS OF SPHERES 
We now proceed to an application of the previous construction. Let Z 
be an abstract finite simplicial complex on the ordered set V= (Do, . . . . v,}, 
that is a family of subsets cc V such that OEZ, z c ~S-Z EZ. The 
elements of V are referred to as the “vertices.” o EC is called a “face.” If o 
is a face, all of its subsets are also faces, and the collection of its subsets 
(including Q itself and the empty set 4) is commonly called a “simplex,” but 
when no confusion can arise we abuse the terminology and refer to the 
simplex as the face also. At all times we consider the empty set 4 as a face, 
i.e., 4 is always in X. (Thus when we consider homology and cohomology 
it is always “reduced”.) If cr E Z has the property that z E 2; z 1 (T =z- z = o 
then c will be called a maximal face or “facet” of Z: 
To a given abstract finite simplicial complex (a.f.s.c) we associate a chain 
complex C. = (C.(Z), R) over a commutative ring R with unit as follows: Cj 
is a free module over R for each i E 2, the integers. The rank of Ci is equal 
to the number of faces o of cardinality i, ([o[= i); that is, o has exactly i 
elements from V. Ci is said to have a basis equal to the set of o such that 
) ~1 = i and we write Ci = @ ,c, = i R,. A certain map d: Ci -+ Ci- 1 is called 
the differential on C of degree - 1. 
To discuss d we introduce the following notation. Let U c V be an 
arbitrary subset of V. If U= (u+, . . . . uk,) (so 1 UJ = i) with k, < ... < ki, we 
sometimes identify it with the decomposable lement uk, vkl. .. vk, in the 
ith exterior power Ai R” of the free module R” = R,, OR,,@ -I. 0 Ron. 
In this way Cj= @ ,o, =i R, can be regarded as a submodule of 
Ai R” = @ ,U, =i Ru, U an arbitrary subset of cardinality i. (Note that we 
are denoting the exterior or wedge product by juxtaposition.) 
The differential d: Ci --f Ci- 1 may then be defined as that which is 
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induced on these submodules by the Koszul complex differential corre- 
sponding to a sequence of IZ 1’s. 
That is, the differential d is given on decomposable lements by 
d(ui, vi2 ...oik)=; (-l)‘(v,vj*...ij,,...v,), 
j=l 
where the caret h denotes omission of the symbol underneath it. This 
differential is the usual one used to define the simplicial chain complex 
corresponding to C. 
We are also interested in the differential, denoted d,, in the Koszul com- 
plex corresponding to the sequence x1, . . . . X, in the ring k[x,, . . . . x,] = R of 
polynomials in n indeterminants over an arbitrary field k. (The symbols 
x1, . . . . X, are to be regarded in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices 
V, , . . . . II, .) The differential 
d,: @ R”-+ 0 R, 
\UI=k IUI=k--! 
may be given on decomposable lements by 
(Note at this time the difference between the formulas for d, and for d.) 
Remark. As is well known d2 = df = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let C be an arbitrary a.f.s.c. Let k be an arbitrary field. 
Hi(C.(C),k)=Ai-l(C,k), (3.1.1) 
where the latter symbol denotes the reduced homology of.2 with coefficients 
in a field. 
(Cj(‘)> k)zBi(C(C), k)Offi(C(E)y k)@Bi-l(C(C), k), (3,1.2) 
where B, stands for the “boundaries,” i.e., Im d c Ci and Bi_, 2 B,_ 1. Select 
the isomorphism j: Bi- 1 z Bi_ 1 so that d = i 0 j op’, where p’ is the projection 
of Ci onto Bi-, and i the injection ofBivl into Ci- L. This direct sum decom- 
position may be done in many ways, but in the examples. we suppose one way 
has been selected. In case k is of characteristic 0, the decomposition may be 
done orthogonally with respect to the canonical pairing induced by the basis 
consisting of the faces and in that case we frequently assume that way has 
been chosen. 
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3.1.3. Given a decomposition as in (3.1.2) a map d+: (Ci(Z), k)-t 
( Ci+ l(C), k) may be defined by the composition of ( Ci(Z), k) +* 
B,(C(Z), k) ~‘i-’ B;(C(Z), k) ji’ (Ci+ 1(Z), k), where p is the projection of 
Ci onto Bi and i’ the injection of B: onto Ci+ 1 as given by the direct sum 
decomposition. 
3.1.4. d+ has the following properties 
(a) d+dd+ = d+ 
(b) dd+d=d 
(c) (d+)* = 0. 
If in addition k has characterisitc 0 and the orthogonal direct sum is taken, 
d+ has the following properties, where * means the adjoint with respect to the 
canonical pairing. 
(d) (d+d)* = d+d 
(e) (dd+)* = dd+. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Equation (3.1.1): C.(X), k as defined is the 
ordinary augmented simplicial chain complex of ,Y with coefficients in k 
with the degree shifted by one so that it equals the cardinality or number 
of vertices in 0 instead of the dimension of cr. Since the empty set 4 is 
included in .X the chains are augmented. 
Equation (3.1.2): We have Bi( C) c Zi( C) c Ci, where Bi are the boun- 
daries of d, Zi the cycles. Since we are dealing with vector spaces over a 
field we may arbitrarily choose complimentary summands of Bj in Zi and 
Zi in Ci which will be respectively isomorphic to Hi and Bi_ 1. In charac- 
teristic 0 these summands may be chosen to be orthogonal compliments of 
B, and Zi, respectively. That j can be chosen as stated follows from the 
definition of the direct summand and the first isomorphism theorem. 
Paragraph 3.1.3 is immediate. 
Paragraph 3.1.4: d+dd+=i’oj-‘opoiajop’oi’oj-‘op. poi and p’oi’ 
are the identity so 
dd+ d = d is a similar exercise, 
sincepoi’=O. 
Parts (d) and (e) are well-known properties of the “pseudo-inverse” as 
described by Penrose. 
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The double complex E= E” is defined as follows: 
Let Z be an a.f.s.c., k an arbitrary field V= { ul, . . . . un) the vertices of C, 
and R = k[x,, . . . . x,]. Consider the pairs of subsets of I/ of the form (U, cr), 
where (1) U is an arbitrary subset, (2) G E C, and (3) U n G = 4. Let E,, . be 
the free R-module generated by the above pairs (U, a) satisfying (l), (2), 
and (3). We use the notation 
E.,. = CD R(U, a), 
u,fJ 
where Ei,j= Q lui = i, IO1 =jR( u, a). 
To define the differentials in the double complex we note the following: 
C.LL R) % C.(C, k)Qk R 
with the differential of C.(C, R) equal to dOk id,. The direct sum decom.- 
position goes over so that Ci(Z, R)r,B,(,C, R)@H,(C, R)@B:_,(Z, R) 
and we may consider the map d+ Ok id,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1’. The statements (3.1.1), (3.1.2), 3.1.3, 3.1.4 may be 
altered by replacing C.(C, k) with C.(2:, R), where R = k[x,, . . . . xn], and by 
replacing the map d with dOkid, and the map d+ with d+ OkidR. Note 
that this implies that H.(C, R) is now a free direct szlmmand of C.(C, R) of 
the same rank over R as the dimension over k of H.(L’, k). 
Proof. All statements follow from the fact that the tensor product dis- 
tributes over direct sum and the fact that the universal coefficient heorem 
states that H, (C, k) Ok R z Hi (C, R) since k is a field. We now drop the 
symbols Ok id, and use the notation d and d’ in the complex C.(E:, R). 
We now use the symbol @ to denote the tensor double complex of 
two complexes. That is, if A and A’ are two complexes over a ring R 
with degree - 1 differentials 8 and a’, respectively, then A @,A’ means 
the double complex D with modules DjXj = Ai@ A; and differentiak 
(-l)jaoid:AiOA;-*Ai_,OA; and id@d’:Ai@AJ-+Ai@Aj-,. Let K. 
be the Koszul complex over R = k[xI, . . . . x,] of the sequence x1, . . . . x,. 
KizAiR”= @,u,ziRLiU~ V. Consider 
K. 6&z C.(Z R) = K. 0, R Ok C.(& k). 
The modules of this double complex may be identified with free modules 
with the basis being the symbols (U, a) with U c V, G E 2; that is 
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with differentials (- 1)’ d, @id, id @d, and id 0 d+. Again we drop the 
symbols @id and id 0. The submodules Ei,j defined previously are the 
submodules of I&@ Cj(Z, R) generated by those (U, 0) such that 
UnU=$d. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. E.%. = {E, j> is closed under d and dl. Thus E.,. with 
these maps is a double complex (bicomplex). 
The complex E,.g @,LI,=iC.(.Zcu, R), where Zo= {Olaf& an U=4> 
which is called the “full subcomplex” of Z on V - U. The complex 
E,,j g Q ,0, = j K,, where K, is the Koszul complex over R of the sequence 
xi,, . . . . xi,, where (vi,, . . . . vi,} equals V - o. (There has been a sign change, 
for odd j, in the differential of the ordinary Koszul complex, but it does not 
change the image or kernel.) Since xi,, . . . . xik is a regular sequence in R, K, 
is a free resolution of Rj(x,,, . . . . xc) which is a ring called the “face ring” of 
the face Q. The above two isomorphisms are isomorphisms of complexes. 
Further, for each U we may consider a specitiic degree i- 1 differential d+ 
on C.(Z”, R). We may take the direct sum of these d+‘s on Ei,.. Again, we 
change notation and call the entire direct sum d+. Properties (3.1.1), (3.1.2), 
3.1.3, 3.1.4 again apply to the d+ as defined on E,.. Thus E.,. is a partially 
split double complex with respect o d. 
Note: (xi,, . . . . xc) will be denoted by I,. 
Proof Since d and d, carry o and U to combinations of subsets of G 
and U, respectively, it is clear that E.,. is closed, and that the direct sum 
relationships are correct. The rest of the proof is immediate. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let .Z be a triangulation of a d- 1 dimensional sphere. 
Consider the two spectral sequences of the above partially split double com- 
plex. Let the first spectral sequence be the one whose Et term is the homol- 
ogy of E.. j. This E’ term (denoted E’) is as follows: Bti = 0 for i # 0. 
EQ. G F, where F is the complex of chains of Z with coefficients in the face 
ring sheaf (see [9]). That is, Fj z @ 1O, =i RfI,, where R/I, is the face ring 
of o anddFj-+Fjel has the usual formula on decomposable elements. The 
E2 term J!?: j = 0 everywhere xcept for Ei,, which equals S = R/I,, the face 
ring of Z. 
The second spectral sequence has the following properties: 
3.3.1. The El term (denoted E’) is given by 
EijZ Q fij-,(zu, R), 
IUj=i 
where Z,= {a(o~Z, on U=@> for any UC V. 
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3.3.2. E i, j = 0 except for the following three cases: 
(a) Ei,,gR 
(b) E+R 
(c) The modules in the parallelogram n > i + j> d, d > j> 0 may be 
non-zero. In this parallelogram E i, j z E i _ i,d- j. 
3.3.3. The complex Tot(E) has the property that Hj(Tot(E)) = 0 for i # d 
and H,(Tot(E)) is isomorphic to S, the face ring of C. 
3.3.4. Let M be the ideal of R generated by x1, . . . . x,. Let W be the 
associated Wall complex in the sense of Section 1.) Then W is a free 
resolution of S with D(W) c MW. Then W/r W,,+,_, for d < l.<n, 
W,= 0 for I < d and n < 1, and Wd? W,, g R. If the Betti numbers, bi, 
of S over R are defined by dim, TorP(k, S) = bi then bi= rank W,,i = 
CIU(=d+i-j-l dim fij(xu, k) and the Dehn-Sommewville equations 
bi= bnbdwi are satisfied. This is a result of Hochster (see [3-J). 
3.3.5. The face ring S of 2 is Gorenstein. This includes the classical result 
of Reisner that the face ring is Cohen-Macaulay. 
3.3.6. After localizing at the irrelevant ideal, M, W is a minimal free 
resolution of the localized face ring, S,. 
3.3.1. If X is not the minimal triangulation then the degree of the map 
Di: Wi -+ Wi_ 1 in the Wall complex is <d - 1, the dimension of the sphere, 
except for D, and Ddt 1 which have degree 6 d. By degree <x we mean that 
Di can be written as a sum of homogeneous maps of degree 6x. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. That the term i?’ is as described follows from 
the fact that E.,j is a free resolution of the face ring of CT, as in Proposition 
3.2. (The term E2 will be taken care of later.) Paragraph 3.3.1 follows from 
the description of E,, in Proposition 3.2. Since C, is the full subcomplex 
on V- U, it follows that there is a deformation retract of the compliment 
of the subset of the sphere triangulated by C, onto the subset triangtiated 
by zcuc, where UC = V- U. This is by the usual construction (see Lemma 
70.1, p, 414 of [7]). Thus by Alexander duality (Theorem 71.1, p. 424 of 
[7]) we have 
ficd- ‘)-‘--l (C,, k) g &(2&,, k) 
(remember we have a d - 1 dimensional sphere). Since k‘is a field we have 
an isomorphism j7(d-1)--k--l (Zc,, k) z fi,,- lj--k- 1 (.?I,, k) and thus by 
(3.1.1) we have 
H,-dC.(C,, k))z ff,(C.P,c, k)). 
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Since R is a k-algebra 
and thus 
z @ Hd-j(C.(z,, R))ZEEf,-,,-j* (*) 
IUI=n-i 
In this equation let U=@ and thus U’=V. Z,=@ and 
H,(C.(@, R)) g Rj- i(@, R) = 0 except for j= 0, where it is isomorphic to 
R. Equation (*) now gives 3.3.2 (a) and (b). U= V gives the same facts, so 
now let (21# U# V. 
If U= (T a face of Z then Z:,, is a triangulation of a ball and all its 
homology vanishes. If U is not a face of 0 then the cardinality of any 
maximal face of ZU, is strictly less than 1 U/ and H,(C.(C,,, R)) = 0 for 
ja JU(. Thus E:j=O=Ei-i,,-j for j>n-i, i.e., i+j>n, and also for 
d-jan-(n-i), i.e., d-jai, i.e., d > i + j. This establishes one pair 
of opposite sides of the parallelogram, i.e., n>i+j>d. Also, 
UZ@=>C”eGJ w25) 
=a &j(&rc, R) = 0 for j< -1 
=a H,(C.(&,c, R)) = 0 for j<O 
+Efj=O=Ef,_i,-j for j<O 
and also for d-j< 0 or d < j, which establishes the other pair of opposite 
sides, i.e., d > j> 0. Paragraph 3.3.2 (c) is now proved. 
Paragraph 3.3.3 is now proved by comparing the two spectral sequences. 
That H,(Tot(E)) = 0 for II > d is due to the fact that E: j is 0 for i+ j> d. 
The reason is that Fj = 0 for j > d since d is the cardinality of a maximal 
face of Z. We note ‘that E2 = E” since E: j = 0 for i # 0. From the second 
spectral sequence we deduce that HJTot(E)) = 0 for n <d since Ef j= 0 
for i+ j< d. This incidentally proves that Hi(F) = 0 for i# d since 
H,(Tot(E)) = 0 for IZ < d implies that Eg = 0 for i + j= y1< d and we have 
remarked above that E2 = 2”. That H,(F) = 0 for i # d is known (see [9]). 
We need to establish that H,(Tot(E))gS. From 3.3.2 (c) we see that 
El,=0 for i+ j=d and i#O, and from 3.3.2 (a) EA,,= R. This shows that 
Eogh z H,(Tot(E)) is a cyclic module z R/I for some 1, since all differen- 
tials d’: E& d -+ 0 for r3 1. But since E2 = E” = 0 except for Ei,, we must 
have E2 O,dg Hd(Tot(E)) z R/I= Hd(F). Now F is a homomorphic image of 
C.(C,, R) = C.(Z, R), which are the ordinary chains of the sphere C. In 
C,(Z, R) is the fundamental cycle c = C,,, =d 0. Its image C in Fd is also a 
cycle. Thus C is a multiple of d the generator of the cyclic module HJF). 
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Let d=[O,,,=d(~,+l,)]~Olal=dR/~~. Now C= Qjal=dl-t-Io= 
rd= @iol=drr,+I,, r, rg E R. Thus 1 - rr, E I, since the sum is direct 
which implies ra # I, since I,, is proper. To identify I we map R -+ Fd by 
sending 1 to d The kernel is the {s 1 s E R, sr, E I, for all cr, loi= d). Rut 1, 
is prime and Y, $1, so s E 1, for all c if and only if s is in the kernel. Thus 
the kernel = n ,0, = d Z, = Z, the face ideal of C. The map R -+ Fd is onto the 
cycles since d is a generator and there are no boundaries in degree d and 
hence 
since E$ = 0 for all pairs (i, j) except (0, d). 
Paragraph 3.3.4 follows from 3.3.3 since Et; = 0 for all pairs i, i 
except E cd which equals S. This remark follows for all i + j # d since 
H,(Tot(E)) = 0 for 12 # d and for (i, j) # (0, d), i + j = d since E i, j = 0 for 
such pairs. It then follows that ET,r Hd(Tot(E)) which is S. 
The E O3 term of the spectral sequence of W is the same as that of the 
second spectral sequence of the double complex E.,, by Section 1. Thus W 
is a free resolution of S. D(W) c MW since D is a sum of homogeneous 
maps of degree 2 1. 
Wl= @ Ei,j~ @ E~-i,d-jZW~+d-~* 
i+j=l i+j=i 
By 3.3.2 (c) W, = 0 for I < d and n < I and W, g W, z R also follow from 
3.3.2. The statements about the Betti numbers follow from 3.3.2 and 3.3.1. 
Paragraph 3.3.5 follows from the fact that W, z R and W, = 0 for I> n 
(see [l, p. 161). 
Paragraph 3.3.6 follows since D( W) c A4 W. 
Paragraph 3.3.7 follows since the “width” of the parallelogram is d- 1, 
the dimension of the sphere, i.e., Ei,j #0 only if d> j>O. The reason for 
this is that then D is a sum of homogeneous maps of the form 
(I- dd+ - d’d) d,(d+d,)j-” which has j factors d, homogeneous of degree 
1, and the rest of the factors homogeneous of degree 0. 
4. POLYGONS 
As an example we give a finite free resolution for the face ring of a 
polygon of y1 sides, which we refer to as an rt-gon, 2. These are of course 
the triangulations of a l-sphere, i.e., a circle. This example has been com- 
pletely worked out in the Ph.D. thesis of Dr. Tilak DeAlwis (University of 
Minnesota, August 1988). Most of the details were worked out by DeAlwis 
prior to the conception of the main theorems of this paper, and, in fact, his 
work provided the main motivation for the theorems. 
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To describe an explicit finite free resolution, we need to describe an 
explicit map d+. For each UC X= {x1, . . . . xn}, the set of vertices, we 
describe the action of d+. (At this point we remove the distinction between 
“vertices” and “indeterminates,” setting vi = xi.) First we select an orienta- 
tion of the circle and a specific base point xi, one of the vertices. We 
assume the set of vertices is ordered in accordance with these choices. 
Case I. U= @. 2, is then equal to C. The basis of the chains then con- 
sists of symbols (0, xixi+-i) in degree 2 (remember our shift of degree, by 
one), i = 1, . . . . y1-- 1, (0, x,x1), ($3, xi) in degree 1 i= 1, . . . . n, and (125, $3) 
in degree 0. We now drop the initial @ and speak of xixi+ r, x,x1, xi, 
and @. 
d+ is defined as 
d+(0)=x,, d+(x,) = 0, 
i- 1 
d+(xi)= C XjXj+l, i = 2, . . . . II 
j=t 
d+=O otherwise. 
It is easy to check that (d+)2=0, dd+d=d, and d+dd+ =d+, keeping in 
mind that d(xixi+ 1) = xi+ 1 -xi, for i = 1, . . . . II - 1 
d(x,xI) =x1 -x, and d(x,) = 0. 
(Remember the chains are always augmented with the symbol 0, and we 
use d for the augmentation map.) Also, this map is valid over any field k. 
At this point it might be instructive to compute the projection down 
onto homology, I- dd+ - d+d. One gets x,x1 + CT:: xjxj+ 1, which is the 
sum of all the edges as it should be. 
Case II. U = X, Z, = { @}. Here d+ (0) = 0 clearly. 
General Case. 0 # U # X. Let UC = X- U. W e c h oose an orientation 
on Z and order the connected components (arcs) of Xc, according to this 
orientation. The connected components of Z;, are denoted bEE, . . . . c, 
where UF is the set of vertices in vf. The initial component U; is chosen 
arbitrarily. We choose the base point xi,, = x1 to be the first vertex in U;. 
Let xii be the first vertex in Uj” = (xi,, xii+ r, . . . . x0>. We now define d+ as 
follows: (we drop the U from the symbols (U, fa), (U, xi), (U, xixj)) 
d+(@)=x, =xio, 
i-l 
d+ (x4) = 0, j= 0, . . . . k 
d+(xi) = C xjxj+ 1, $<i<lj. 
j=i, 
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One again checks the three identities on d and d+. By 3.3.7 the “width” of 
the parallelogram is one. It follows that all the homology in C.(CU, k) is 
concentrated in degree one for @ # U# X. If one computes I- dd+ - d+d 
on C,(C,, k) one obtains a basis for the homology consisting of 
(V-L xi,) - (U, Xi,,>, j= 1, .*-, k. The double complex then consists of the 
direct sum @ Uc X C.(Z;,, k) with d+ equal to the direct sum of the d+‘s 
we have just constructed and d, as defined in Section 3. The associated 
Wall complex, W, is then a minimal free resolution of the face ring of the 
polygon. One should note that in this case Di: Wi -+ Wi- 1 is equal 
to (I-dd+ -d+d) dl except for D, and Dd+l which are given by 
(I- dd+ - d+d) dl d+d,. 
It is perhaps a useful exercise to compute the following formulas which 
give the maps Di explicitly in terms of the previously described bases of 
homology, which are bases of the modules Wi. 
D,(basis element) 
= (I- dd+ - d+d) dl d+d,(X, a) 
= - i (-l)‘+kXjXk[(X1, . ..) zj, . . . . ik, . ..) x,, Xk) 
k=l 
jik-I 
- (xl, . . . . zj, . . . . .%,, . . . . x,, xj)]. 
The elements xjxk, k = 1, . . . . n, j < k - 1 are the generators of the face ideal 
of the n-gon. 
D,, ,(basis element) 
= (I-dd+ -d+d) d, d+d,[(XjXk, Xk+l)- (XjXk, X,+1)] 
n-l 
= -xjxk 
( 
07 ,gl xjxj+ 1 + x~x1 
) 
for j<k-1. 
This confirms that D, is dual to Dd+ 1 as it should be since the face ring 
is Gorenstein. 
D,(basis element) 
=(I-dd+-d+d)d,[(U,xJ-(U,x,)] for d+l<i<n. 
Exercise. Compute Di for i# d+ 1, i#n. 
5. SEQUBLAE 
There are two other partially split double complexes known to the 
author. One has been constructed by Professor Steven Johnson of Seattle 
Pacific (see [4]). 
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The associated Wall complex for a given map d+ provides a minimal free 
resolution for any square free monomial ideal. 
By a result apparently due to Eisenbud, this is enough to provide a mini- 
mal free resolution for all monomial ideals. 
The second has been constructed by Professor Joel Roberts of the’ 
University of Minnesota and Jerzy Weyman of Northeastern University. 
For a given d+ the associated Wall complex provides a minimal free 
resolution of an arbitrary generic determinantal ideal. 
It should be noted that these resolutions are explicit only when d+ is 
explicitly given as in the case of the polygons (Section 4). It can be difficult 
to give such in characteristic p, so that the constructions in this paper do 
not, as yet, provide an answer to such questions as the lack of inde- 
pendence of characteristic of the Betti numbers b,. Since we are guaranteed 
existence of maps d+ only over a field k, it is not known, and doesn’t seem 
likely, that, even in the case of a triangulation of a sphere, it is possible 
to construct a suitable d+ over the integers. It depends on the full 
subcomplexes of the given triangulation. For polygons, the d+ constructed 
in Section 4 works over the integers. 
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